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INTRODUCTION 
fhe importance of using the most efficient design and statistical 
test in heather modification has often been stressed by various authors 
(\eyman and Scott, 1967; Schickedanz and Krause, 1970; Simpson et ~., 
1973). l!o,,"ever, even in the most efficient statistical test, the sample 
SI::e rcquired to detect seeding effects is often too large to permit an 
cvaluation program to be time and cost effective. A promising method for 
reducing sample sizes is to incorporate covariates (predictor variables) 
into the design and evaluation (Neyman and Scott, 1967; Schickedanz and 
Changnon, 1970; Changnon and Morgan, 1976; Ackerman ~~., 1976; Simpson 
and \':ooJlcy, 1974; Biondini et ~., 1977; Simpson, 1980; Klazura and 
Prichard, 1980; ,\chtemeier, 1980a). 
Thc prcdictor variables which are often used in weather modification 
cxpcriments are the precipitation or hailf~ll illnounts in control areas 
adjaccnt to, but not connected to, the target area (Changnon et ~., 1979). 
1I0h"C\'cr, thcre is always the danger of contamination of control areas by 
sceding in the target areas. If the two areas are located far enough 
apart to avoid any possible contamination, the correlation between the 
arcas IS often reduced to a point beyond usefulness. 
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\e~nan and Scott (1967) suggested that comparison areas are not 
the only source of predictor variables. They pointed to the ingenuity 
of Spar l1057) ~ho used three meteorological predictor variables in 
['roj ect Scud. .\n exhaustive bibliography of other studies that incorporate 
predictor variables has been compiled (Westcott, 1979) as part of this 
project. 
Development of the statistical relationships between precipitation 
and ~eteorological variables is considered to be an important aspect of 
the design and evaluation of operational cloud seeding experiments. Results 
from past stutlies indicate that the meteorological variables may provide the 
atltletl margin of information needed to be successful in determining the impact 
of seetling on precipitation. Meteorological variables are useful in the 
rctluction of natural variability or the reduction of variance in the 
particular quantity that is being measured, in this case rainfall. Two 
stutlies in particular have relied strongly on meteorological covariates. 
These arc the CL Hlc'\X proj ect which was conducted in the mountains of Colorado 
antl the L\CE proj ect which was conducted in Florida. In both of these 
projects, meteorological predictor variables or covariates played an 
important role in determining the overall effect of the treatment. To 
probe tllis important area,relationships between various meteorological 
variables and the rainfall for a selected subset of raingagcs within the 
~lETI~Cl~lEX neH/ork located near St. Louis, Missouri have been studied as 
part of the multiyear OSET project to develop technjques to evaluate 
operational weather motlification projects. 
It is well known that the kinds of meteorological variables that are 
important for tleveloping relationships with rainfall vary according to the 
topography and latitude of a particular area and the types of weather systems 
I 
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tha.t frequent tha.t area.. Both the CLIMAX and FACE sites have semi-permanent 
geographic forcing functions that \'Jere important in the development of the 
In pa.rticular, a.t the CLI~~X site, the role of the mountainscovariates. 
in the uplifting of moist air masses is \'Jell known. The sea breeze in Florida 
lS a cornmon climatological factor that occurs almost every summer day. The 
sea breeze acts as a triggering mechanism for the initiation of the deep 
cumulus clouds. 
The ~,Iidwest has no unique forcing functions \'Jhich can be readily 
utilized for the development of predictor variables or which can be used 
to restrict the possible number of candidates. It is necessary to seek out 
a number of possible atmospheric triggering mechanisms, or forcing functions, 
that are related to the convective precipitation. High correlations between 
single meteorologica.l variables and the rainfall \'Jere not expected. Yet, 
when combined, it was possible that significantly large correlations could 
be obtained and that the covariates could be useful for detecting the effects 
of cloud treatment. 
aSH ~Ieteorological Effort 
The OSET meteorologica.l effort should have a.pplications in the 

evaluation of the operational cloud seeding projects in the Midwest and 

areas \'Jith similar climate. The evaluation variables can increase the 

scientific precision of these projects; increase the sensitivity of test 

by providing more homogeneous seeded and unseeded samples for statistical 

testing; and identify physical processes that lea.d to convective rainfall. 

Another broad a.pplication concerns the forecasting for operations. 
The predictor variables can provide a consistent objective approach to 
operational decision-making. Further, predictor variables can aide project 
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operators unfamiliar with midwestern summer weather, in decision-making. 
For example, the predictor variables can be useful for mesoscale forecasts 
that further refine the 0lational Weather Service synoptic and subsynoptic 
forecasts; they can be useful for alerting the operator to unforecasted 
storms; and they can be useful for the pre screening and removing events 
which may be uneconomical or unsafe for operations. 
The covariates were derived from meteoro cal observations taken at 
surface sites within Illinois and in surrounding states because it was 
believed that the surface data has the temporal and spatial resolution 
sufficient to resolve major Middle Western precipitation producing weather 
disturbances. The surface data were used to answer the following questions: 
Do the covariates derived from surface data have any worth 
for the evaluation of operational weather modification 
projects? 
If so, which predictors are best? 
Where should the observations be taken to maximize the 

relationship with rainfall? 

When should the observations be taken to maximize the 

relationship with rainfall? 

What is the observation frequency and spacing that will 

minimize the cost of data collection and yet be sufficient 

to maintain the maximum predictor variable - rainfall 

relationship? 

Are the results transferable to other Middle Western sites? 

Scope of this Report 
This report summarizes the research on meteorological variables done 
as part of the OSET project. The first section describes the approaches 
used in studying the covariate problem including the advantages and 
disadvantages of using spatial analyses. The second section describes the 
data, the analysis technique, and the covariates selected for this study. 
I 
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The third section presents results for the rainfall-covariate relationship 
through correlation coefficient pattern analyses and stepwise regressions 
with no stratifications and the fourth section presents results for the 
rainfall - covariate relationships with stratifications and/or physical 
constraints. These results provide answers to six important questions, 
that address the covariate problem, \.,rhich are presented in the Summary. 
l'tPPROACH TO THE 1-.IIDWEST COVARIATE PROBLEM 
Achtemeier and Schickedanz (1979) evaluated environmental variables 
derived from rawinsonde observations as possible covariates for the HIgh 
PLains Cooperative EXperiment (HIPLEX) Kansas site. The data taken at 
Dodge City, Kansas, for Junes 1958-1970 were compared with daily rainfall 
from 22 sites within a 175 krn square centered over Dodge City. None of 
the variables was able to explain more than 10% of the rainfall variance. 
Possible explanations for the low correlations were: 1) the daily averages 
were noisy because of the sparcity of the gages (Iluff, 1970), 2) there was 
little physical relationship between the covariates and the rainfall, and 
3) the rainfall-producing environment was poorly measured. They showed 
that the third factor was contributing to the weak correlations and they 
presented patterns of correlation coefficients between rainfall and spatial 
analyses of surface data that showed strongest correlations at some 
distance removed from the rainfall measuring site. 
Advantages of Spatial Analysis 
There are several advantages to using spatial analyses of meteorological 
variables as covariates. First, single site measurements should be taken 
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about simultaneously with the initiation of rainfall if maximum correlative 
power is to be achieved (Achtemeier and Schickedanz, 1979). To accomplish 
this, it is necessary to make an unreasonable number of observations so as 
to have a timely one or to have the ability to predict when or where to make 
the observation. This critical problem of observation timing is relaxed 
through the use of a network of observations. 
Second, an observation network should make it possible to determine 
the preferred spatial location of disturbances that cause much of the 
convective rainfall over the target area at a later time. The rainfall 
would be correlated with data collected prior to the operational periods, 
an approach that eliminates the possibility that changes in storm dynamics 
brought on by seeding (if changes occur) would modify the mesoscale 
circulations needed for the evaluation (Neyman and Scott, 1967). 
Third, many of the variables that were tested as covariates are related 
to the dynamical weather circulations that develop convective rainfall in 
the Middle West. These variables include moisture divergence, moisture 
advection and vorticity; variables which must be calculated from an array 
of measurements. 
Disadvantages of Spatial Analysis-~~ltiplicity 
There are however, some drawbacks to the spatial analysis approach. 
The rainfall causing disturbance must be detectable In the spatial fields 
and must persist over some period of time, at least as long as the interval 
between the measurements and the beginning of rainfall over the target area. 
Middle West rain producing weather systems most frequently move from the 
northwest, west, and southwest, but sometimes they move from other directions. 
This means that physically meaningful correlations (if any) will be spread 
with reduced magnitudes over a large area. 
I 
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eve In the investigation of correlation coefficient patterns, it is 
necessary to address the multiplicity problcm which has been discussed at 
s 
some length by Gabriel (1979). As it is possible to investigate a large 
ake 
number of variables so as to find one that correlates highly with the 
dependent variable (in this case, rainfall), it is also possible to calculate, 
for a single variable, many values in space and time to find the one value 
that correlates highly with rainfall. There must be some clearly defined 
a priori physical linkage between the variables and rainfall if multiplicity 
lS to be minimized. 
The existence of a physical connection between the meteorological 
variables and rainfall is the reason for the selection of the predictor 
variables listed In Table 1. For most variables, the signs of the correlation 
coefficients for the physical relationship are known a priori. We suspect, 
d but cannot establish precisely, the locations of maximum correlation 
coefficient magnitudes. This the data will have to reveal, and there will 
be some "surprises" - meteorologists often learn nel, physical insight h'hen 
they consult data. 
We require the "surprises" to have physical explanations and to be 
time persistent to decrease the possibility of relationships by chance. 
However, this procedure does not necessarily eliminate multiciplicity because 
there may exist a multiplicity of physical explanations for the correlation 
coefficient patterns. The best that can be Jone is to require the physical 
explanations to be simple and to require tllcm to be consistent with the 
physical explanations put forth for the other predictor variables. 
i 
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TABLE 1. 	 List of c~ndid~tc surf~cc cov~ri~tes ~nd 
their abbreviations. 
1. ~lixing ratio (NIX)
2-5. Geostrophic wind lin~ projections (DGA-DGD)6-9. Observed wind line projection (OBA-OBD)
10. Divergence (DIV)
11. Vortici ty (VOR)
12. ~!oisture advection by the geostrophic wind (GMA)13. ~~isture ~dvection by the observed wind (O~~)14. Moisture divergence (NDV)
15. Wet bulb potential temperature (WPT)16. Cumulative 	lift (CNL)
17. Pressure trough analysis (PTA)
18. Pressure tendency (t-t -3h) (PTY)
19. Sky cover (SKY) 
20. Cloud base 	height index (CHT)
21. Pressure (PRS)
22. Temperature (TMP)
23. Dew point temperature (DEW)
24. Spot index (SPT) 
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The surf:1ce data for June, July, :1nd August, 1971-1975 were supplied 
by the :--:ational Severe Storms forecast Center (NSSFC) in raw fom and edited 
for the OSET analyses. Observations were taken :1t 3-hourly intervals. Data 
from a subset of 48 stations located in or near the region shm-in in Figure 1 
were used to produce objective analyses on the 252 point 14 x 18 mesh with 
a grid point separation of 56 km. The objective analysis technique is 
described by Achtemeier et al. (1978). After covariates that included 
derivatives of the basic variables were calculated, the grid density was 
reduced from 252 points to 63 points (Fig. 1). The numbering sequence has 
by grid point rows beginning with the grid point at the lower left corner 
of the grid. 
'J ')
Five-minute rainfall amounts at 55 gages within a 1000 km- (400 mi-) 
subset of the ~jETROMEX raingage nehlOrk were used to identify the period 
and intensity of EJ.acroscale rain events. The rain event \~as defined as a 
period with rain somewhere within the network, with rainless gaps not 
exceeding 6 hours. The start date and time, the end date and time, the 
maximum gage amount, and the total rainfall were tabulated. 
These 187 r:1in events were merged with cov:1ri:1tes derived from surface 
observations. Eight separate data sets were created by merging tile rain 
events with surface data :1t various time lags from the rain beginning time. 
These lags were at 3-hour intervals beginning at twelve hours before the 
rain began (BRBT) and ending at eleven hours after the rain began (ARET). 
These data sets provided a record of the time continuity for the correlation 
coefficient patterns. When covariate data were missing, the corresponding 
rain events were dropped from the data set. 
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After extensive literature searches (Ackerman ~ al., 1976; Westcott, 
1979), consultation with those with field experience in the ~lidwest, and 
consideration of data limitations, 24 covariates derived from surface data 
(Table 1) were selected for testing. They are self explanatory with the 
following exceptions: the geostrophic wind direction and the observed wind 
direction are presented in line projections that avoid bipolar distributions 
that can result from the transition from 3600 to 00 . The projections are 
given by 
a. 
l 90, 135, 180, 225 degrees. 
As an example, wind directions of 900 , 1800 , and 2700 projected onto the 

east-west axis (al = 90) will yield PI = 10.0, 5.0, and 0.0, respectively. 

The cumulative lift is found as fOllows: calculate the vertical 
velocity at the top of a 1 km deep layer by assuming that the layer average 
convergence is equal to the surface convergence. Then add to this the 
vertical velocity over a 6-hour period by averaging with previously calculated 
vertical velocities. The 6-hour period was chosen as representative of the 
residence time of a typical mesosystem between observation sites with average 
separation similar to the station spacing within the NWS surface network. 
Multiply the average vertical velocities by the time period to convert to 
net vertical displacements. 
The locations of pressure troughs for the pressure trough analysis 
are found empirically by a computer program and the trough intensities are 
calculated from the curvature of the pressure field normal to the trough 
axis. Convergences are computed upon the assumption that the atmosphere 
is initially at rest and the trough is stationary for 3 hours. The 
convergences are converted to vertical displacements at the top of a 
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1 km deep layer upon the assumption that the layer convergence is equal 
to the surface convergence. 
Once the data were edited, the basic objective analyses completed, 
and the predictor variables calculated and merged with the rainfall data, 
d statistical relationships between ~he predictor variables and the rainfall 
ns were determined by a number of different approaches. These were simple 
statistical methods such as correlations and stepwise regressions which 
have been used successfully in the study of other precipitation related 
problems (Reap and Foster, 1979). Furthermore, the use of expensive, 
sophisticated techniques with a large data set \'ias not warranted until the 
redundant and insignificant variables have been identified and eliminated 
to reduce the number of possible predictors. 
We have classed the various techniques into general groupings which 
differ by the manner in which the rainfall and covariate data were stratified . 
.ted RESULTS: RAINFI\LL-COVARIATE RELATIONSHIP WITH NO STRATIFICATION 
Correlation Coefficient Pattern Anal is 
ge 
Pearson correlation coefficients were mapped for each grid point 
for each of the 24 predictor variables listed in Table 1. These patterns 
reveal the spatial and temporal scales of the covariate - rainfall 
relationships. They are necessary to verify the hypothesized physical 
relationships (if any) and they give an indication of the data spacing 
and observation frequency needed to get the best covariate - rainfall 
relationship. 
Some of the correlation coefficient patterns were consistent with the 
expected physical coupling with rainfall, at least with regard to the signs. 
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The coefficient magnitudes determined the locations of the best covariate ­
rainfall relationship. The coefficient patterns that had time continuity 
were considered to be more likely physically related with the rainfall and 
the coefficient patterns that Ilad no continuity were considered to have 
come about because of the variability within the data. It was assumed that 
the physically related variables would be the most likely to hold up with 
tests using independent data. 
Patterns of correlation coefficients between total rainfall and the 
covariates showed weak relations from point to point; no one variable 
explained more than ISs" of the rainfall variance. There are no unique 
physiographical/mechanical (forced upslope flow) or physiographical/dy~amical 
(mountain induced circulations, sea and lake breezes) forcings that initiate 
convective precipitation locally. Therefore, all of the covariates had 
about the same correlations with rainfall. Patterns of the correlation 
coefficients between total rainfall and mixing ratio and between total 
rainfall and pressure trough analysis for the period 1-3 hours before rain 
begin time (BRBT) are shown in Figure 1. TIle correlations between the mixing 
ratio and the rainfall are positive meaning that the heavier rains tend to 
occur with copious amounts of moisture. The broad features of this pattern 
indicate that the moisture distribution preceding heavier rains is subsynopti 
in scale and that the statistical relationship witll total rainfall can be 
found with a fairly coarse observation network. The strongest correlations 
were centered over southern Missouri. This center was accorded physical 
significance since the raingage network was located downwind from it. 
Therefore, larger rainfall amounts at St. Louis should be expected when 
increased amounts of moisture are present upwind over southern ~!issouri 
up to three hours before the rain begins. 
-
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:e 
:y 
.nd 
hat 
h 
~ing 
'n 
ptic Figure 1. Maps of the study area including the surface network grlo 
and the (>!ETROt-lEX raingage network (hatched Clr-ea) shmving 
patterns of the correlation coefficient between rainfall 
and the predictor variables calculated 1-3 hr 13RBT; :1) sur­
s face mixing ratio, and b) pressure trough analysis. 
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The physi(::.ll reasoning for including the pressure trough analysis as 
a cov:.lriatc is th:.lt the stronger pressure troughs indicate the presence of 
stronger JYl1:.lmical weather systems which process more atmospheric water 
:lnJ proJ.ucc heavier rains. Positive correlations for the pressure trough 
an:.llysis (rig. Ib) mean that stronger pressure troughs do tend to be present 
Juring the lll.':.lv ier rain events. Figure Ib shows two areas of relatively 
strong positive correlations. one in the vicinity of the raingage network 
:J.nd t:lC other along an axis from southeast Iowa into western ~lissouri. The 
vari:lblc features of this pattern imply that the relationship ,'lith rainfall 
is on the mesoscale and that a fairly dense network of surface stations is 
neeLled.I'he high correlations in the vicinity of the raingage network 
inJi(::lte th:.lt the expected physical relationship ,'lith rainfall is more 
v:.lliJ for pressure troughs there than for pressure troughs located elsewhere 
within the surface network. 
The correlation coefficiept patterns for the 24 predictor variables 
were plotted for 8 lags separated by three hours beginning at 12 hours BRBT 
;tnJ enJing at II hours after rain begin time CARBT). These patterns were 
especi:.llly useful for determining the timing of the observations to 
the best covariate - rainfall relationship and for finding the range of 
ti,:1CS o\'er \~hich the correlation coefficient patterns persisted. The lagged 
patterns Here :l1so helpful in establishing the physical linkage between the 
variable and the rainfall. 
Figure:::; shows the time series for the mixing ratio correlation 
coefficient patterns. The positive correlations imply that heavier rains 
tend to be associated with abundant moisture. Tllese correlations are 
extremely \.,rcak for the first two lags with no point explaining more than 
I 
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as 3~ l)L" t:iC raint':tll variance. A center or relatively high correlation 
of ..:oct"r'i..: iellt :ugni tudes appeared over southern Missouri at 4-6 hour BRBT 
li-'i~. ":..:) :lllU increased to 0.34 at 1-3 hour BRBT (Fig. 2d). Thus, the 
;h !lixi:l; elt io observed over southern 0iissouri 1-3 hours BRBT over the 
~sent raili:~:16e llethorK could explain about 10 00 of the variance of the network 
::lCJ.ll Llint':lli. The correlation coefficient magnitudes peaked shortly 
'k :i:'ter the rain began (Fig. 2e) and decreased thereafter. Thus, the 
The ::1ixin;; Llt io shoulLl be measured as close to the beginning time of the 
all rainfJ.ll as the experimental design permits. 
is fhe ti~e series for the pressure trough correlation coefficient 
patterns show less persistence than for the mixing ratio. An elongated 
..:cnter of rclJ.tively high positive coefficient magnitudes found over parts 
",ere 	 of southeJ.stern :'lissouri at 7-9 hour BRBT (Fig. 3b), shifted to southern 
lllinois J.t .~-() hour BRI3T, and then reappeared near its former location 
o\'cr eastern :·lissouri at 1-3 hour I3RI3T (Fig. 3d). The pressure trough 
lET 	 :illalysis at a ~rid point just south of the raingage network was able to 
cxplaill ll~ of the rainfall variance (correlation coefficient 0.38) at 
this time. The maximum coefficient decreased to 0.18 at 0-2 hour BRBT 
lFi,~. :'c) and thereafter the feature was not apparent although the 
ged coefficients were positive for six hours. Thus, the pressure trough 
he :lllalysis should be calculated from pressure data acquired 1-3 hours BRI3T. 
rile s)..;y cover predictor variable is a measure of the percent of 
c 10clJ incss, regard less of the cloud type or the cloud height. The time 
:;crics for the correlation coefficient patterns for the sky cover differs 
from DOst of the correlation coefficient time series for the remaining 
23 CO\':lr i:l tes in that the strongest correlations with rainfall were found 
-16­
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b. 7-9h BRBT 
a. 10-12h BRBT 
d. 1-3h BRBT 
c. 4-6h BRBT 
Fi:.;ul'L'.2. Time series for the mlxlng r~tio correl~tion coefficient patterns. 
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e. 0-2h ARBT f. 3-5h ARBT 
fj. 6--811 ARBT h. 9-11 ARBT 
rns. Figure 2. Continued 
-18­
c. 4-Gh BRBT d. 1-3h BRBT 
Same as Fig. 2, but fay the I)YCS- -l' t h.sne roug analysis. 
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Figure 3. Continued 
'""In
-":'U­
~lt lLJ-l~ hours GRGT (Fig. 4a) over eastern t-lissouri and western Illinois 
surrounding the raingage network. The explained rainfall variance gradually 
decreaseJ (roD 13~ (Fig. 4a) to 6% by 1-3 hours BRBT (Fig. 4d). The 
inttern lJcc~u;]e less apparent after the rain began. The positive correlations 
iDply tllat rainfall increases (decreases) with cloudiness (clearing). Less 
3catter existed at 10-12 hour BRBT as evidenced by the higher correlation 
coefficients (Fig. 4a). The correlations decreased as the scatter increased 
for the Jata sets taken closer to the rainfall begin time. 
There arc a number of explanations for the cloud cover correlation 
coefficient 11istories, among them the following. First, the temporal 
decrease in the correlations should be expected since cloudiness must 
Increase before the rain begins regardless of the amount that falls. Thus, 
at rainfall begin time, the cloudiness over the target site should be 
:ll:nost uncorrelated \'iith the rainfall amount altl10ugh there may be some 
correlation in the surrounding areas. 
Second, ~liJdle West rain systems have widely varying histories. 
Some accompany widespread cloudiness that has persisted for 24 hours or 
If the heavier ralns accompany these systems, it is expectedlon;.;er. 

tlla t re la t i ve ly large positive correlation patterns should be found for 

saine t ir:lC prior to rainfall. Further, if the clouds that accompany these 

systems cover extensive areas, then the areas of positive correlations 

shoulJ also be large. Such is found for the correlation coefficient 

patterns prior to the rainfall begin time (Fig. 4a-d). 

The scale of the correlation coefficient patterns for the cloud 

cover 1S large mesoscale. Therefore, with the exception of the large 

Jata gaps, the current surface data network should be sufficient for 

Jetermining the cloud cover - rainfall relationship. 
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J. 10-12h BRBT b. 7-9h BRBT 
C. 4-6h BRBT d. 1-3h BRBT 
Figure 4. Same as Fig. 2, but for the sky cover. 
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<J. 6--8h ARBT h. 9-11h ARBT 
Figure 4. continued 
= 
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j;;e :;urt'ace pressure (Fig. 5) is an example of 0. poorly related 
Dri:i01e that \':lries synoptically with the rainfall amount and has no 
,lcr'i:,it:':e correlation coefficient patterns. The strength of the 
nress~re - rainfall relationship was about the same for points selected 
~lnyh:lere hit hin the grid up to 12 hours BRBT. Strongest correlations, 
cxpl:linin; approxiraately 29" of the rainfall variance, were found 4-6 
hours l~i~ln. The correlations weakened thereafter but remained negative 
for :111 la~s - an indication that larger amounts of rainfall tend to 
OCCUl' 1"i t:l 10her pressures. These results show that the surface pressure 
is not :l ::;ooJ !)redictor of summer convective rainfall amounts. 
The correlation coefficient patterns for the remainder of the 
~redictor v:lriables were plotted in the same manner as was done for 
-, ~ Although the patterns varied in detail, the correlationFigures _-:J. 
coef:' ic ient r:lagni tudes and the pattern scales for these predictors were 
not .ippreciably different from those already shown to necessitate their 
incl~sion :lS additional figures. 
Sin~lc Site and Single Field Correlations and Stepwise Regressions 
;'he i;;lportance of using predictors taken at several points scattered 
over a region surrounding the raingage network instead of using predictors 
calcul:ltcd only at the network location 1S shown by the comparisons of 
sinsle site hith single field correlations and stepwise regressions. The 
cov:lri:ltes calculated 1-3 hours BRBT were used for this part of the OSET 
covariate studies. The magnitudes of the differences between the single 
site and the single field correlations wit:l rainfall vary for each time 
lag. Ilohever, the corre lations at points surrounding the network were 
IJr~cr than the correlations at points collocated with the network so there 
b. 7-9h BRBT 
d. 1-3h BRBT 
J. 10-1211 BRBT 
15 
c. 4 -611 £3RBT 
["i;;lLO seri.es for the IlRBT lags for surfac.e pressure c.orrelation 
l',1L'ffic.ient patterns. 
r 
] 
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'"'' no "cason to suspect that the rainfall variance explained by the 
collocn,ed va.inbles would eXceed the rainfall variance explained by the 
ficlJ v~ri~bLcs for any of these times. 
"'" ,'i.st two columns of Table 2 Swumori" the relation between 
0 
to tel! raj n ' II and the 24 covaria t es, had the covariotes been cal cuI a ted 
1'0. only the "aingage network site, Pressure trough, explaining IS', of the 
"" i n cull ',a rune e, was by far the mas t important variable, On I y 10 COvariat e s 
ex" h ineJ '"Ore than 2', of the rainfall variance, These variables Were 
coobineJ through stepWise and minimum R2 regression models to find the 
cor;,""ato re lotionship with rainfall. Four variables (PTA, OMA, MIX, SKy) 
OXPlained 23'. of the rainfall variance (correlation coefficient of 0,48), 
"0 0 t ho r v0. io b I e met the 0, SO significance I eve I for ent ry into the 

stCjll.lsC ;:lOJcl. 

rhe last three ColUmns of Table 2 summarize the relation between 
tou I ni nfoll and the 24 covariates when the variables wi thin the surrounding 
"eos were included in the st~wise regression, ~e field correlations are 
noch bigher thon the Collocated Single point correlations. Eight fields 

"pL,incJ C3':, or more of the rainfall variance _ more than could be obtained 

rron tbc rC"re>sion on the 24 singl e points. Three variables exploined more 

th,,,, 30' 0 f t he varionce and 15 poi nts wi thin the pres sure trough anolys is 

coulJ ~xpl~in ~2~ of the rainfall variance. 
(The number of points retained 
'''cod t;,c ". SO 0 igni fi conce 1eve I for entry into the step"i se modeI. ) 
The values 0 f the covariates at the points in the lost column of 
libl. 2 .cre combined into • second stepwise regression model. Only 32 of 
~. ITT cov.riotes met the 0.50 significonce level for inclusion. Table 3 
'~••ri:.s otatistic'l results (cumulative correlotion coeffiCient, 
'~"luti.e rainfoll variance explained, ond mean square error) and point 
\':l r L ~l'~ l. e 
:,\1\ 
1,-'C,\ 
t'I\_~ b 
~lGC 
llGl) 
l)B,\ 
UBB 
UtiC 
UBD 
D1.\ 
\'Ui~ 
C>l\ 
U:,l\ 
>11)\ 
',',I'T 
C:IL 
i'T.\ 
l'lY 
SKY 
uiT 
I'IZS 
T:\\' 
\)Lh 
1.)1 1"[ 
"t at cstica l relationships be1";een 24 covar iates derived 
[rO'" surface data at 1-3 hours EROT and total rainfalle 
",.or a 1000 km2 area within the METRO"!'X raingag network. 
Regression \'lith 
Fielel 
Step\~ise NumberSite Percentpoint J.tSLnr:)e Correlation pointsVariancePercent CoefficientVJ.1ue
.\b5. Variance
coef. 3
corr. 20 
"7
.44 
 22 J 5 
.47 8

.22 ~.)0 
.48 
')~ 
.03 1 13

.08 35

.59 8
22
0 
.47 2

.07 6
0 
.24

.03 0 6

.02 13 

8 i­.36 
') 
0 
.29 2

.06 10
1 

.31

.12 
 1 8

.08 26

.51 5
15
1 
.38 9

.12 34
2 

.58

.15 
 0 7

.01 20

.44 8
28
6 
.53 5

.25 27
3 

.52

.16 
 3 6

.16 18

.42 15
42
1 
.65 8

.11 29
15 
.54

.38 
 3 4

.17 15

.38 2
5
3 
.22 2

.17 5
1 

.22

.10 
 1 6

.12 ",) 
.46 i-~ 3
19
0 
.43 5

.05 21
5 

.45

.22 
 5 

.23 

I 
10c~tions lJist~nce and direction from the r:1inf:111 network) for the 

first lU v~ri~bles selected. These 10 v:1ri:1bles were found to explain 

.).) c of the r;1inr-all vari:1nce (correlation coefficient 0.73). Pairs of 

t:le S;1;;le \.lriable at different locations were retained for the pressure 

trou.:;h :malys is (PT,\), the geostrophic moisture advection (G1'-lA) and the 

sout;,-north projection of the geostrophic wind (DGe). 
['he first '::1ri:1ble selected, PTA26, was located at the raingage site; 
all Llthcrs here located elsewhere. Variables 2 and 3 were found west of 
the site, the direction from which storms frequently move and the direction 
from hhich some \,eather systems advect copious amounts of moisture into the 
St. Louis area. The geostrophic moisture advection (variables 4 and 5) 
represent a class of storms for which copious moisture amounts are brought 
in from the south. The residual variance is left to the remaining variables 
and their physic:11 relationship with rainfall is more difficult to explain. 
These findings support the results presented by Achtemeier and 
Scllicked:1n: (1979) that the use of covariates calculated at sites removed 
from the raillfall measurement location can significantly strengthen the 
covariate - r:1illf;111 rel:1tionship. Only 23% of the variance of convective 
r;1 infall observed :1t the METRmlEX raingage network from June to August 
1971-1:)75 could be expl:1ined by the 24 site collocated covariates. When 
covariates calcul:1ted :1t sites removed from the raingage network were 
included in tile stepwise regression, the expl:1ined rainfall variance 
increased to S3~. 
Stcn~ise Regressions on :111 Fields for each L:1g Time. 
figures 2-5 show that the correl:1tion coefficients for different 
covariates m:1ximize at different time lags from the rainfall begin time. 
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T.\i3L~ .). 	 Clll:lLllative correlation coefficient, cumulative rainfall 
varlance explained, mean square error, and covariate 
LcK:ltion for the first 10 covariates selected by 
stepwise regression. 
Distance 	 DirectionCumulative Cumulative ~Iean 
\':lrL:lD lc Correlation Percent Square from from 
Error Site (km) Site\U::1iJl'I' \.J.I:1C Coefficient Variance 
l'T,\~ iJ .38 15 237 0 0 
;'1l\1 -: .48 23 216 225 WSW 
.) 1'T.\l J .54 29 200 500 W 
-+ l~:'L\l3 .58 34 187 225 SSE 
-
., C·L\l :2 .61 37 179 200 S 
() ;'\[)\',l·l .63 40 171 425 NW 
[) 1\'3-+ .66 44 162 150 NE 
:-, !ll;Cl3 .68 47 155 150 SW 
:.J ll(;U1 .71 50 145 225 NNE 
10 (J GllJ 6 .73 53 139 450 NE 
29­
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[t ~as I~und that the entire covariate set related more strongly with the 
r.et\,'ork clinrall at some preferred lags. Table 4 summarizes the stepwise 
re,:;n:ssioll coefficients obtained for the 24 covariates for the 8 time 
Llc;s t'rol:l the rainfall begin time. The last four columns of Table 4 give 
the ..:orrelation coefficient, the percent variance explained, the number 
of ~oints that entered the stepwise regression, and the lag time for the 
;)erioJ. ""it11 the maxi:num correlation. Twenty-three of the 24 fields were 
:~bl e to explain more than 20~o of the rainfall variance. Thirteen fields 
explained more than 30% of the variance. The geostrophic moisture advection 
at 0-2 hour ~RBT and 3-S hour ARBT and the pressure trough analysis at 1-3 
hour !3RBT explained more than 409" of the rainfall variance. 
,\ survey of the for which the maximum regression coefficients 
occurred found only one field that explained the maximum rainfall variance 
durini~ the lag 10 12 hours BRBT. Eight fields explained the maximum 
rainfall \'ari::mce during the lag 7-9 hours BRBT. This was followed by S 
ficlJs ()-0 hours BRBT) and 3 fields (1 BRBT. The number of fields that 
cxpbincd the maximum rainfall variance after the rainfall began decreased 
for each successive lag beginning with four fields at 0-2 hours ARBT. No 
fields explained maximum rainfall variance at 9-11 hours ARBT. 
For each time lag, the number of variables retained in the stepivise 
regression for each predictor variable field were combined and an I~ll 
ficlds" regression calculated. The total number of grid points for the 
21 variables and the number of rain events that entered into these 
regressions arc given in Table S. Although the number of points approaches 
the number of rain events (equals the number of rain events for one lag), 
r 	 q 
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T,\LlI.!:L 	 Stcph'ise corre lation coefficients for each ctor 
\'ariab1e field for the 8 time lags. 
in Hours 
Before Rain After Rain Max Pent No 
\'ari:tble 10-12 7-9 4-6 1-3 0-2 3-5 6-8 9 11 Carr Var Pts 
\11 \ .15 . IS .57 .44 .53 .41 .43 .27 .57 32 10 4-6 B 
I'lCA .31 .31 .32 .47 .61 .53 .44 .43 .61 37 12 0-2 A 
llC B ' -• L1'..) .49 .26 .48 .42 .54 .42 .30 .54 29 9 3 5 A 
L){~C .45 .47 .4")"­ .59 .53 .43 .51 .37 .59 35 13 1-3 B 
DCD .31 .44 .36 .47 .48 .49 .54 .47 .54 29 7 6-8 A 
03:\ .30 .58 .38 .24 .34 .16 .26 .26 .58 34 13 7-9 B 
OSB .34 .48 .35 .36 .18 .37 .16 .14 .48 23 8 7-9 B 
esc · 1"7 .38 .21 .29 -,• J I .47 .30 .15 .47 22 7 3-5 A 
OBD .L2 .48 .40 .31 .41 .32 .21 .36 .48 l~_J 10 7-9 B 
un' .31 .59 .57 .51 .48 .53 .39 .29 .59 35 11 7-9 B 
\()l~ 
· ·LS .57 .46 .38 .52 .57 .36 .42 .57 33 10 7 9 B 
c;:,l\ .36 .55 .59 .58 .64 .64 .46 .38 .64 41 13 0-2 A 
O:·\.\ .J.) ")­.,:"J .49 .44 .57 .51 .47 .54 .57 .- JJ~ 8 0-2 A 
:·l!)V .:9 .56 .61 .53 .55 .57 .44 .27 .61 37 1U 4-6 B 
;',"11'1' .36 .29 .52 .52 .47 .39 .36 .26 .52 27 5 1-3 B 
C,IL .42 .56 .55 .42 .43 .38 .32 .22 .56 c'") "-)~ 10 7-9 B 
1'T.\ · 3~} .59 .62 .65 .39 .37 .55 .40 .65 42 15 1-3 B 
PlY .12 .48 .53 .54 .59 .42 .28 .41 .59 29 8 0-2 A 
KY .39 .42 .38 .38 .20 .37 .24 .33 .42 18 5 7-9 B 
Cl!T .18 .50 .46 'I, .~,:.. .41 .40 .45 .38 .50 25 9 7-9 B 
PHS .17 .35 .53 .22 .49 .51 .32 .26 .53 28 , I 4-6 B 
r·1P .53 .44 .52 .46 .34 .45 .29 .21 .58 33 6 10-12B 
I d:\'; .15 .17 .55 .43 .44 .38 .31 .26 .55 30 10 4-6 B 
SI'T 77 .40 .53 .45 .52 .42 .41 .44 .53 28 7 4-6 13 
I 
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they arc cntered into the regression one at a time and only the first 10 
of these \':lrlables are saved. 
i'he ...:o1'1'e lat ion coefficients and the percents variance explained for 
~he ~-irst 10 l)oints retained in the regression are summarized in the first 
thO -.:olw:ms of Table 6. The near sogo variances explained are believed to 
he SOi:1Chhat inil;lted; variances of 30?" are expected for convective rainfall. 
It has possible, that errors along the boundaries of the objectively 
.maly:cJ ::1Cteorological fields could have been relatively highly correlated 
with the rainfall by chance and therefore could have inflated the regression 
results. Several boundary points had been included within the first 10 
po in ts so 1eded for most of the lags. Therefore the regressions for the 
inJividu:.ll fields \\iere rerun without the boundary points and the "all fields" 
regression repeated. These results are summarized in the last two colLLllns 
or' T:.lble 6. [zeductions in the explained rainfall variances were found for 
all lags with the exception of 4-6 hours BRBT. The reductions ranged from 
Stepwise Regressions for all Fields and Lags Combined 
rhe spatial regression analyses have already shown that the predictor 
variable r:tinfall relationship can be improved if values of the variables 
at points removed from the rainfall measuring site are included in the 
regression. It follows that additional improvement can be obtained if 
values of the variables calculated at different lag times are also included 
in the regression. Because of very large central memory requirements, this 
effort \,as scaled down to the four time lags before the rain began and \.;as 
run fOT thc first S covariates listcd in Table 1. 
r 
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- The total number of grid points and the numberT\I)LE .) . 
of rain events that took part in the "all 
fields" regression for each time lag. 
Time Lag In Hours 
After Rain BeganBefore Rain Began 
0-2 3-5 6-8 9-1110-12 7-9 4-6 1-3 
\u::lber or 
97 167 156 144 147 147 114 90Points 
.\U;"J be rot 168 165 172 167[(:lin b-ents 166 167 163 171 
• 

T.\DLL (1. 	 Correlation coefficients and percent variance explained 
for total rainfall with the first ten variables retained 
Lll a stepwise regression with all 24 predictor variables. 
L~l,~ 
With Boundary 
Correlation Percent 
Without Boundary 
Correlation Percent 
r i::10 Coefficient Variance Coefficient Variance 
L)-12 13 .66 44 
.62 39 
:l " b .70 49 .66 44 
.­ u B .70 49 .73 53 
1­ .3 j] .73 53 
.70 49 
Ll­ , ,
-
.\ .69 47 .66 4c.J. 
J­ 5 ,,\ 
. 71 51 .68 46 
()­ 3 .\ .69 48 .63 40 
J-ll .\ .66 44 .66 43 
E.. !Jc:I'orc Llin begin time 
.\ .. ~lr·t('r r:lin begin time 
-34­
fablc ~ shows the regression correlation coefficient, the percent of 
the rainfall '.';J.riance explained, and the nwnber of points retained for the 
1:1l Xll16 1":.1 tio and the four proj ections of the geostrophic wind direction 
\'cctor ·.• hcn data for the four lags before the rain began (1-12 hours BRET) 
was incluJed in the regression. The boundary points were omitted from the 
rcgressiun. These results are compared with the maximum single field 
correlations within the four lag period with boundaries (Table 2). Rather 
lar~e increases in the percentages of the rainfall variance explained were 
found for so~e projections, particularly for the mixing ratio (MIX) for 
wllic!l the explained variance increased from 32% to 46% and for the DGD for 
which the explained variance increased from 22% to 40%. For DGB, however, 
the inclusion of all data did not improve over the best single field with 
boundarics included. 
The ir:1plications of these very sketchy results are that the inclusion 
of ;;1ctcorological data taken at different times can be as important as the 
inclusion of meteorological data taken at different locations in space. 
llowevcr, as the scope of the analysis was broadened, more variables had to 
bc incluJed in the regressions. Those who have used the stepwise regression 
ha\'c found that the explained variances tend to be inflated as more variables 
arc added to the regression. The probability that a prediction may be highly 
correlatcd \,i th a preuictand by chance increases as the nwnber of predictors 
is incrcascu. The extent of the inflation is not known for these studies 
and tile actual explainable variance (probably more like 30-40% for all the 
variables cornbineu) will have to be determined through regressions with 
indcpendcnt data. 
i 
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\0 Boundary Points Included Boundary Points Included 
Currelation Percent Number Correlation Percent 
rariablc Coefficient Variance Points Coefficient Variance 
T.\BLE 	 Statistics for five covariates "hen all grid points 
for four lags BRBT were included in the regression 
and statistics for the field with the highest 
correlation with rainfall at anyone of the four 
lags. 
:,llX .67 46 12 .57 32 
DCA .58 34 10 .51 26 
[leG .43 19 7 .49 24 
11(;C .62 38 12 .59 35 
DGD .63 40 12 • 4"7I 22 
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:U:,SULTS: i~\INFALL-COVARIATE RELATIONSHIP WITH STRATIFICATION 
AND/OR PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS 
'stratiiic~tion for Daylight Convective Period 
.\ SLlccess t'ul precipitation management effort in Illinois needs to 
make provision for conducting operations by night. About 40% of Illinois 
SU:Th'T'.er 1':l1ns fall by night (Huff, 1971). Although it has not yet been shown 
conclusi\'cly, there is reason to suspect that the nocturnal and morning rain 
5YStC;,!S Jiffer in some dynamical respects from the rain systems that develop 
in the afternoon and early evening. There is reason to suspect, therefore, 
that there Elay exist some differences in the relationship betHeen the 
rainfall and the covariates for these tHO periods. 
fhe rain events Here grouped into tHO periods; the daylight convective 
period l1200-2100 CST) which begins at mid-day and extends until darkness, 
and the nocturnal and morning period (2200-1100 CST). The reasons for this 
groupin:.; are as £olloHs: 
1) 1t has been assumed that the morning storms are carryovers from the 
nocturnal storms and are more related dynamically to these storms 
than '," i th the afternoon storms that form when daytime heating plays 
In i!:1portant role in releasing convective instability. 
2) The mixing layer in the early morning is still shalloH though in 
the process of deepening. Thus, during the morning as at night, 
the surface winds are not as representative of the winds in the 
cloud bearing layer as are the surface winds during the afternoon. 
3) rhc l'1ixing layer may be deep and cumulus clouds may form during the 
l:lte morning. These clouds may evolve into cumulonimbus clouds but 
there is usually a time lag of from 1-2 hours from the time cumulus 
clouds begin developing and the time rain begins at the ground. 
These storms will be most likely grouped into the daylight convective 
period. 
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Tllis stratification was done for the covariates calculated 1-3 hours 
B!\i3T. 
'"lie 171 raln events were classed into 82 daylight-convective period 
stOI"::1S ~lllJ S~) nocturnal-morning period storms. Some examples of the 
~orrelation (oeificient patterns for these two periods (Fig. 6) show 
substantial Jifferences in the relationships between the covariates and 
the 	r:linrall :unount. 
a) 	 :lixin~ 1\atio (MIX): The pattern and magnitude of the correlation 

coefficient pattern between mixing ratio and rainfall total show 

only minor differences between the two periods. This is expected 

as copious amounts of moisture are necessary for heavy rainfalls 

regardless of the time of day. 
b) Divergence (OIV): In general, the patterns are similar although in 
Jetail some of the centers show up at different locations. A general 
:one of convergence (negative correlation coefficient) extends from 
northern ~!issouri southeastward through St. Louis and into southern 
Illinois during the convective period. This pattern is reoriented 
to extend from southern Missouri northeastward through St. Louis into 
central Illinois during the nocturnal period. A center of divergence 
lpositive correlations) over central Illinois during the convective 
period lIas been shifted to western Illinois and northern Missouri for 
the nocturnal period. 
c) .'!oisture ,\dvection by Observed Wind cm,IA): Negative correlations less 
than -.40 over Illinois southeast of St. Louis indicate a relatively 
strong relationship between moisture advection and rainfall. The sign 
(negative) indicates that the relationship is with increasing moisture 
flux with increasing rainfall totals. The center does not appear for 
the nocturnal period. The signs are positive indicating a flux of 
moisture out of the area. The correlations are extremely weak however. 
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DAYLIGHT CONVECTIVE PERIOD NOCTURNAL--MORNING PERIOD 
r----' 
/( 
9i L-_-----t0---7 
, \~ 
i~!_~O 
MIX 
DIV 
: i ',urc' I,. \1;lpS of the study 3re3. shmving corre13tion coC'fficient p3tterns 
I-or sclC'cted v3riables for the daylight convective pC'riod and 
tilL' nocturnal-morning period. 
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DAYLIGHT CONVECTIVE PERIOD 
NOCTURNAL-MORNING PERIOD 
OMA 
CML 
Figure 6. Continued 
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, 
NOCTURNAL--MORNING PERIOD 
DAYLIGHT CONVECTIVE PERIOD 
PTA 
TMP 
Figure 6. Conclud~d 
I 
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d) 	 l~ur:1UL1ti\'e Lift (GIL): Positive correl:ltions over ~Iissouri and parts 
oi III inois lile:ln that larger amounts of r:linfall occur when the lower 
tropo~phere is subjected to l:lrger upward vertical displacements thus 
increasing the ch:lnce of releasing convective instability. This 
:"elationship is much stronger over western ~Iissouri during the 
convective period. 
cJ 	 !lressure Trough Analysis (PTA): Largest correlations :lre found in the 
vicinity of the raingage network during both periods but the pattern 
is better organized and the correlation coefficients are slightly 
higher during the convective period. 
£) 	 TC;:1pcr:lturc (DIP): Positive correlation coefficients are found when 
war~cr tcmper:ltures tend to occur with the heavier rains. The 
convcctive pcriod correlation coefficient pattern reveals strongest 
correlations with the inverse relationship (colder temperatures with 
!lcavier rains) within :In area centered over western Illinois north 
of St. Louis. This is roughly the same area occupied by a center of 
positive correlation coefficients between rainfall and divergence. 
These thO coefficient patterns are suggestive that heavier rains 
tend to occur when large cold squall-mesosystems push southward 
throu,;h the area of the raingage network -- or are located just north 
oi St. Louis 1-3 hours before rain begins over the network during the 
convcctive period. These systems also may be present during the 
nocturnal - morning period but they will not impact the surface 
tcmpcratures as strongly because the surface has :llready been cooled 
by nocturnal radiation. Thus, weak correlation behJeen TMP and 
rainfall should be expected and is found. 
, 
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Str~titication by Rain Amount 
The 171 r~lln events for the 1000 km 2 subset of the r-1ETROMEX raingage 
net~ork ~ere stratified to remove rain events with mean rainfalls less than 
0.10 inc;lCs. This stratification was done for two reasons. First, these 
light rain producing systems occur under a wide variety of meteorological 
conJitions. The rainfall - covariate relationship is much weaker when the 
li~ht rains are included in the regression because of the increased 
variability in the covariates. Second, although it is expected that 
cloud seeding operations would be underway during most conditions favorable 
for precipitation (save for potential severe weather and/or heavy rainfall 
producillg systems), it is generally conceded that additional rainfall 
~ained from seeding the light rainfall systems would be of little benefit 
to agriculture. 

rhe stratification by rain amount reduced the number of rain events 

frolJ l~l to 70. The individual covariate fields were regressed on these 

~o rain events and then the significant points for all 24 covariates were 

combined into a single regression. Table 8 summarizes the stepwise 

regressiun correlation coefficients obtained for the 24 predictor variable 

fields tor the 8 time lags from the rainfall begin time. The last three 

culumns surnmarize the correlations for the maximum correlation, the percent 

V:H iance explained and the number of points that entered the stepwise 
regression. 'rwenty-one of the 24 fields were able to explain more than 
.Hl'~ uf the rainfall variance. Fifteen fields explained more than 50% of 
the variance. Seven fields explained more than 50% of the rainfall variance. 
The vorticity, the moisture advection by the observed wind, and the moisture 
divergence explained, respectively, 71%, 75%, and 73% of the rainfall 
I 
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L\l3LL St3tlstics for stepwise regression for 70 rain events with 
~illde prediction fields, boundary included, for average 
clLnfall greater than 0.10 inch. 
\:1 r i :ll) 1c 
Time Lag 
Be10re Rain Begin 
10-12 7-9 4-6 1-3 
in Hours 
After Rain Begin 
0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 
Max 
Corr 
Pent 
Var 
No 
Pts 
:·1 I \ 
ill;. \ 
DeS 
.JJ 
• .)J 
.LJ2 
77 .~~ 
.52 
.57 
.66 
.44 
.44 
.71 
.55 
.46 
.69 
.71 
.42 
.49 
.71 
.63 
.35 
.48 
.47 
.56 
.55 
.66 
.71 
.71 
.66 
50 
51 
43 
6 
8 
7 
!lec 
lieD 
OB.-\ 
. (ill 
- ,
· .)­
.-n 
.60 
.56 
.56 
.26 
.58 
.30 
.46 
.63 
.17 
.50 
.75 
.57 
.47 
.68 
.41 
.32 
-')
..)­
.32 
.48 
.24 
.33 
.66 
.75 
.57 
44 
57 
32 
8 
12 
5 
0138 
OEe 
USD 
.-.10 
· , .) 
.12 
.52 
.47 
.73 
.24 
.68 
.54 
.64 
.48 
.42 
.32 
.26 
.58 
.42 
.63 
.51 
.22 
-7
. .)~ 
.17 
.24 
.58 
.55 
.64 
.73 
.73 
41 
54 
54 
8 
9 
9 
D I \. 
\'or~ 
(;:1.-\ 
· S II 
.2U 
.J.) 
.62 
.75 
.71 
.70 
.70 
.53 
.65 
.62 
.81 
.53 
.84 
.58 
.75 
.62 
.78 
.54 
.40 
.49 
.44 
.70 
.62 
.75 
.84 
.81 
57 
71 
65 
9 
16 
11 
U:·1.-\ 
.'il)\' 
;','I"r 
· 2 () 
• -17 
.67 
.20 
.66 
.44 
.60 
.76 
.73 
.63 
.75 
.56 
.59 
.72 
.67 
.67 
.85 
.46 
.73 
.59 
.44 
.87 
.53 
.42 
.87 
.85 
. 73 
75 
73 
53 
14 
13 
6 
C·IL 
1'T.\ 
l'lY 
.ld 
.()2 
.3: 
.64 
.68 
.58 
.55 
.79 
.46 
.63 
.68 
.60 
.48 
.47 
.47 
.35 
.49 
.50 
.24 
.56 
.55 
.26 
.68 
.63 
.64 
.79 
.63 
41 
62 
40 
7 
..., 
/ 
7 
Sr;Y 
urr 
i'i~S 
. S·l 
.so 
.:::: I 
.57 
.54 
.00 
.41 
.20 
.45 
.32 
.17 
.52 
.20 
.45 
.35 
.40 
.49 
.55 
.33 
.33 
.36 
.33 
.32 
.39 
.57 
.80 
.55 
32 
64 
30 
5 
9 
5 
l.'W 
lli:h' 
:-; j' r 
.u5 
.51 
• .) I 
.44 
.22 
.44 
.50 
.59 
.74 
.57 
.81 
.54 
.57 
.52 
.74 
.58 
.45 
.56 
.56 
.46 
.39 
.55 
.50 
.71 
.65 
.81 
.74 
42 
65 
55 
4 
11 
9 
1 
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V:.11' i:'lI1ce. Unfortunately, these high values were after the rainfall start 
tiDe :;0 the variables would probably not be usefu. for predictors as long 
as there is some question of seeding caused dynamic feedback from thunderstorm 
scale to the r:1Csoscale. 
1':1\)le 9 shov,s the first 10 variables and the cumulative rainfall 
variance cxpl:tined for the 4 lags BRBT. Depending on the lag, the explained 
\"ar iance ranged from 66% to 76 90. Given the high variability of convective 
rainfall. it was suspected that these explained variances, though encouraging, 
wcre illflatcd. Some of the reasons for why the variances could have been 
inflatcd arc as follows: 

a) The imiepeI1licnt variables were highly intercorrelated and could lead 

to an "ill-conditioned matrix" that could give erroneously ~ligh 

explained variances. 
b) Though thc first 10 variables explained 75?iJ of the variance, the next 
:0 or so explained 90-98% of the variance. This was taken as an 
indication of an inflated relationship with rainfall. 
c) It was found that the rainfall was just as predictable with data taken 
l-3 hours bcfore rain begin time (BR13T) as it was with data taken 10-12 
hours GIU3T. It viaS expected that convective rainfall becomes progressively 
i~ore predictable as the interval between the forecast and the 
!lrecipitation decreases (Achtemeier and Schickedanz, 1979). 
d) ,\n cxaminat ion of the predictors retained in the regression revealed 
that somc \,cre poorly correlated with rainfall. Although no single 
variable (grid point value) could explain substantiallY more than 20% 
of thc variance, some variables that explaincd 1% or less were 
selected. Also, adjaccnt variablcs (highly intercorrelated) were 
sometimes sclectcd. 
I 
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10-1": h BRBf 7-9 h BRBT 4-6 h BRBT 1-3 h BRBT 
'.":tri:lb1c Lir Variable % Var Variable ~6 Var Variable '0 Varo. 
1.\GLL ~l. 	 Sununary of first 10 variables retained and the 
explained rainfall variance for unconstrained 
regressions run on all fields for 4 lags before 
rain begin time (BRBT). 
iJ E[)~ 1-;J PTA4 
Dr'. :;3 _J' - DGA9 
D1\31 .) .) DGC40 
LHT·~ () 33 OBC15 
,­lilT':; 1 -, , DrV5 
hPr::; .).) GMA36 
;\I'T 1 ::: 02 GMA.62 
DGC3-:- (J7 DGB63 
1'T.\':;3 71 CMLl4 
j'T.\4 ,.) SKY54 
• ;,! I \ 1 -:- rCIJo\'cd 
20 
28 
34 
43 
50 
55 
59 
62 
64 
66 
PTA20 
PTA15 
PTA16 
DGA2 
MIX17 
DGB38 
VOR38 
DGD6 
*PTA3 
*VOR16 
*DGD62 
24 PTYl4 
35 Gr.!A3l 
49 Gt.!A3 
55 DGDll 
59 Gt.!A29 
62 Gt.!A12 
65 Gt.!A39 
68 GMA10 
70 Gt.!A23 
73 MDV14 
76 
21 
34 
45 
51 
56 
61 
64 
68 
70 
73 
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CJ 	 Thc rcgrcssion equations were used to calculate the rainfall for all 
~() storms. .\S the contribution by each term was better understood, it 
soon bcc~ne apparent that some of the regressions were unstable. In 
,)'1e regrcssion, 8 terms contributed a small fraction to the total 
preJict<.:d rainfall. Most of the rainfall was determined by a small 
Jifferencc between the two remaining terms which, were of the same 
variable, ~ere a short distance apart, and were intercorrelated. 
The continued investigation of these suspect regressions seemed to 
inJicatc that the regressions would be more stable if the number of points 
entcring the regressions could be reduced through some objective criteria. 
Thc Jcvelopment of these criteria is the subject of the constrained 
re~ressions Jiscussed in the sections to follow. 
Stcp\.;ise l\cl';l'ession with Meteorological Constraint 
.\S part of earlier regression studies involving the 70 storms that 
haJ neth·ork r:1Can rainfalls exceeding 0.10 inches, it was found that the 
first LO variables selected by the stepwise regression could explain 75% 
of the r~l infal! variance. Al though this number was encouraging, it was 
suspecteJ that the explained variances were inflated and that the regression 
equations ~ere unstable . 
. \ method, designated the meteorological constraint, was developed to 
proviJe regressions between the surface data and the rainfall amount that 
~ouLJ be useful for the evaluation of operational cloud seeding projects. 
By til is method, all variables \.,rere required to meet the fo llowing conditions 
Gefore they could be included in the stepwise regressions. First, those 
variables for which the correlation coefficient patterns suggested physical 
I 
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rciatiullships ~ith rainfall were eligible to be included in the regression. 
SeconJ, the variables that satisfied the first constraint had to have 
correlation coefficient magnitudes greater than 0.20 (explain 4 90 of 
t:1C rainfall \'ariance) in order to be retained. 
rhe Geteorological constraint approach was developed with the set of 
:0 rain events that had rainfalls exceeding 0.10 inches. The correlation 
coefficient patterns for the 70 rain events were plotted and, in most 
instances, here similar to the correlation coefficient patterns plotted 
ior the IS? rain events (Figs. 2-5). 
The stepl>'ise regression was run for each variable field as Has done 
in the earlier studies. The meteorological constraint reduced the number 
of i;oints entered into the regression from 63 to the number shown in the 
second column of Table 10 for 1-3 hour BRBT. Also shown are the number 
oi points retained and the explained variance for each variable. The number 
or" po ints retained and the explained variance for the unconstrained regression 
arc ,~i\'(:-n for comparison in the last two columns of Table 10. There has 
been a substantial decrease in both categories save for the wet bulb 
potential temperature (WPT) for which an increase was found. The new 
variances arc perhaps more representative of the actual relationship with 
lwthork aver:1ge rainfall. The number of points retained was reduced from 
122 (unconstr:1incd regression) to 44 by the constrained regression. The 
fidds th.:.lt here able to explain more than 30°0 of the rainfall variance, 
Jecre:1scd from 15 (unconstrained) to 3 (constrained). 
1-'01101, ing the procedures of earl icr studies, the 44 retained constrained 
regression grid point variables were combined into a multifield regression. 
Onl;; 8 variables met the 0.5 significance level for inclusion in the model. 
1 
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T.\flLL lll. Comp:lrison of field regressions with and without the 
constr:lints of physical re:llism :lnd absolute value 
of correlation coefficients exceed 0.20 for rain events 
~ith aver:lge rainfall greater than 0.10 inches. Time 
Ltg is 1-3 h before rain begin time. 
Constrained Regression Unconstrained Regression
.'lumber Number NumberPoints Points Variance Points\'ariJI)lc Entered VarianceRetained Explained Retained Explained 
:,11:\ ~6 I 
.19 6nc;.\ .508 I 
.06 5Dc;B .303 I 
.08 4 
.21 
DGC 
..J. 
.13DGl) 2 3 .218 4 
.24 6013.-\ .400 0 
.00 I 
.03 
OBB 0 0 
.00 8OBC .418 I 
.09 3OBD .237 I 
.07 3 
.18 
DI\, 6 3 
.20 6\'Of{ .422 2 
.14 7(;.'·lA .39
..J. 4 
.38 II 
.65 
mt\ 3 2 
.21 6
.',!U\' .408 5 
.32 10i',F!' .5729 5 
.39 3 
.31 
C·IL 9 2 
.23 61'T.\ .40S 2 
.22 7PTY .4633 2 
.27 
.3 
.36 
S!\y 4 I 
.05 2Clrr .100 0 
.00 IPHS .030 0 
.00 4 
.27 
rw 24 I 
.14 3flLi\' .3325 I 
.15 IISI'T .6531 3 
.26 
.3 
.29 
I 
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These LlriJ.blcs, mX3, DIV40, VOR25 , l·lDVIO, CMLl7, PTA25 , PTYlI, and PTY24 
~cre ;tble to explain 61% of the rainfall variance. This compares with 73% 
cxpLlineJ variance with the first 10 of the unconstrained variables. 
1hc constrained regression is given by: 
i\ 
., 
.'::0 + .038xMIX3 + .015xDIV40 + .025xVOR25 - .003xMDVIO (1)+ .0005xDIL17 + .039xPTA25 - .228xPTYll + .143xPTY24. 
rhe p:'cJicteJ 1':1infa11 for 21 rain events (Table 11) were recalculated from 
ll) in orJer to determine the relative contribution of the terms of (1), a 
Deans of esti;;lating its stability. The ranges of the terms of (1) for 
these rain cvents were: MIX3 (.27 to .71), DIV40 (-.07 to .08), VOR25 
(-.11 to .35), :·1DVIO (-.07 to .15), CMLl7 (-.20 to .33), PTA25 (.00 to .16), 
PIYIl (-.'::5 to .80), and PTY24 (-.51 to .13). The largest contributions 
hcre ;~:ois ture (:'IIX) and dynamic (PTy) terms. The remaining terms (all 
Jynx~ic) also 00ntributed significantly to the rainfall. A test that used 
(1) to predict rainfall for all the data, including as independent data the 
rain events with average rainfalls less than 0.10 inches, revealed that (1) 
is not useful for predicting light rains. The constrained regression, (1) 
~as ablc to cxplain only 19% of the rainfall variance. Predicted network 
aveL11:e Llinfall ranged from .00 to .90 for the .01 to .10 category. 
It has found from another test that (1) persistently underforecast 
tIle heavier rains and persistently overforecast the lighter rainfalls. 
l:l cO::lpar Ing the means of rain forecasted by (1) with the means of observed 
rainf;lll for 5 rainfall categories shown in Table 12, the regression did 
hell in forecasting categories 2 and 3 as regards the mean rainfall for 
the categories. It overforecastcd the light rainfalls by 65% and 
-50­
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TABLE Il. 	 Rainfall forecast by (1), observed rainfall and 
difference between forecast and observed for 21 
rain events. Dependent variable was network mean 
rainfall. 
lbin Forecast Observed Forecast 
Event Average Average Minus 
\umbcr Rainfall Rainfall Observed 
3 
6 
10 
.00 
.92 
.15 
.17 
1. 04 
.25 
- .17 
-.12 
-.10 
19 .83 
.47 
.36 
~O 
.41 
.52 
-.11 
~1 .52 
.31 
.21 
'7 
-7 
.)­
.68 
1. 38 
.95 
1. 63 
-.27 
-.25 
39 
.96 .76 
.20 
·n 
47 
51 
.45 
.35 
.69 
.33 
.43 
.72 
.12 
-.08 
-.03 
53 
58 
.83 
.34 
1. 81 
.32 
-.98 
.02 
60 
.80 1. 25 
-.45 
61 
63 
.09 
.41 
.12 
.33 
-.03 
.08 
6l 
.44 
.16 
.28 
67 
.35 
.13 .22 
68 
.39 
.21 
.18 
70 
.42 
.24 
.18 
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I 
unJcr torc...:as ted the tlvO heavy rainfall categories by 16°6 and 27°6, 
l'cspe...:t L\dy. The bias could be easily corrected by the following 
R' = 1.62*R - .27 . (2) 
I!ol.;o\"er, l~i greatly increases the variance in the forecasted rainfall. 
[:1 :;w:unary then, the apparently stable constrained 70 storm stepwise 
re~ression could explain 61% of the network mean rainfall variance. The 
equation ~as found to be biased with underforecasting of heavier rains and 
overforecasting the lighter rains. When rains of less than 0.10 inch were 
included in tile regression, the explained variance dropped from 61% to 19t 
inJic~ting t:lat (1) has little predictive power for the lighter rainfalls. 
to Discriminate Rainfall for the - Convective 
The regression developed in the previous section appears to be promising 
for predicting mean network rainfall, however, should it be used in the 
evaluation of cloud seeding or used in operational decision making, there 
must be some estimate of whether the natural rainfall will exceed 0.10 inches. 
I t is extremely difficult, to forecast whether the network mean rainfall 
hill c:xceed 0.10 inches, with subjective and objective forecast tools currently 
available. Therefore, as part of the OSET predi...:tor variable analysis, 
regressions to discriminate between the tlvO rainfall categories have been 
developed. 
The daylight - convective period, defined as the period from 
1200-2100 (;ST, and consisting of 82 rain events, was used for the discriminator 
regression study. All rainfalls less than 0.10 were assigned a value of 0 
T.\SLE 12. 	 Comparison of the means of the rains forecasted 
hy (1) with the means of the observed rainfalls 
by categories. Rainfalls are all network 
averages. 
~Iean of Mean of 
Number of Observed Forecasted 
lategory Events Rainfall Rainfall 
.10-.25 30 .17 .28 
.":0-.'+0 18 .33 .33 
.-11-.00 11 .49 .51 
.61-.99 6 .77 .64 
1.00+ 5 1. 50 1. 09 
I 
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and ;111 rainfalls greater than 0.10 were assigned a value of I. The 
prod ie tor \'ar iables were reduced in number by the meteorological constraint. 
Tab 1<] 13 SUi!u:lari :es the points selected for the 24 variable fields. (See 
Fig. I for approximate locations of grid points.) 
('here \,ere 27 storms with mean rainfall exceeding 0.10 inch and 55 
stor~s ~ith mean rainfall less than 0.10 inch. These 82 storms were the 
dependent ~ata in the stepwise regression with the constrained set of 
preJiLtor ':ariables. Table 14 summarizes the variable, the number of 
points in its field and the explained variance for each field. The 
cxplaillcd variance for anyone field was small. The best variable (sky 
cover) explained 23% of the rainfall variance. Only 10 of the variables 
could cxplain nore than 10% of the variance. 
The 30 points representing the 17 predictor variables were combined 
in a stop~ise regression representing the third and final step in the 
develop~Jellt of the regression discriminator. The variable, cumulative 
cxpLlincd variance, cumulative correlation coefficient, and location from 
the rainL1l1 network for the 5 variables retained are summarized in Table 15. 
The regression discriminator equation is: 
DIS .066*VOR39 .017*GMAI3 + .058*PTA27 + .144*SKYI6 + (3)
.165*SKY33 - .31. 
Using the cutoff of 0.4 above which rainfalls exceed 0.10 inch, it was 
founJ that 67 of the 82 storms were correctly discriminated. Nine of 
the L.> storms incorrectly discriminated were false alarms, storms that 
\,ere discriminated as producing more than 0.10 inch but in fact produced 
less than 0.10 inch. These storms could be considered inconveniences in 
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L\BLE t3. 	 Crid points from each predictor variable field where the 
constrained conditions (physically significant correlation 
coefficient pattern and correlation coefficient magnitude 
greater than 0.20) were satisfied. The data were 82 
;l\'erage rainb.11s for the convective period (1200-2100 CST). 
\';triable Crid Point IO Total 
>!I :\ 
lJl;:\ 
[ll;B 
1-13, 15-20, 23-26 
11,13,25,32-34 
33 
23 
6 
1 
DGC 
nCD 
11, 18, 20 
11-13,18-20,32-34 
3 
9 
° OS'; none 
° USB 
oee 
uBI) 
none 
12, 13, 19, 20 
IS, 19, 26, 27, 37-41 
4 
9 
[) t \' 
\'OR 
1;:,IA 
none 
25, 31, 32, 39 
13, 20, 27, 30, 31 
°4 
5 
lJ>l\ 
:!IlV 
\)PT 
19, 20, 25, 26, 27 
26, 27, 40 
1-7,9-12, 17, 18, 25 
5 
3 
14 
CIL 
PT.\ 
PlY 
17, 22-24, 30­ 31,37,38 
10, 17, 18, 24-27, 31 
11-14, 19-21, 27, 28 
8 
8 
9 
SKY 
lILT 
l'[{s 
9, 10, 16, 17, 25, 26, 31-34, 
,W, 41 
1-4,8-11,15-18,23-26 
37-42, 44-47 20 
2 
16 
rIP 
PI: \)' 
SJ'T 
32, 39, 40 
1-13, 15-20, 24-26 
1-21, 23-28 
3 
22 
27 
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T.\llU 11. 	 Grid points ret3.ined 3.nd cxpl3.ined v3.ri3.nce from 
stepwise regression run for e3.ch predictor v3.riab1e 
field using the constr3.ined d3.t3. for the convective 
period with dat3. classed as 0 or 1 if the r3.infa11 
W3.S less th3.n or greater th3.n 0.10 inches. 
\':lriable Grid Point 10 Expl3.ined Variance 
;.1[\ 4, 6, 7 
.14 

llG,\ 13, 33 

.07 

DGB none 
.00 

DC;C 	 20 
.03 

llCO 12, 33 

.10 

aBC 12 

.03 
aBO 	 26, 41 
.10 

rOR 32, 39 

.18 
C;:-.~\ 	 13, 27 
.18 
()~.f..\ 	 27 
.09 
;·1[)V 	 26 
.02 

elL 24, 37 
.10 

P'L\ 27 
.08 

PlY 13, 20 
.06 

SKY 16, 33 
.23 

PES 3, 16, 17 .21 

nIP 
 40 
.10 

SPT 7, 16 
.11 
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T.\llLE 1:;. 	 Variables retained, cwnulative variance explained, 
-.:umulative correlation coefficient, and approxi­
mate location of variable from rainfall site as 
found from stepwise regression of data from Table 
1:; for all fields combined. 
'7 	 ~etwork 
\'ari:lb1e Cumulative R- Cumulative R Location 
from 
SKY33 .19 .44 
30 km NE 
\'OE39 .28 .53 175 
km NNW 
FT.\2-: .33 .57 
100 km ESE 
SKYlG .37 .61 
280 km WSW 
(;:·\,\13 .40 .63 250 km SE 
• 

that i.n :In operational setting, aircraft would be dispatched and seeding 
Jecisions ~aJc for storms that turn out to be not suitable for significant 
increases in rainfall. 
The rer.1aining 6 storms were failures, storms that were discriminated 
as proJucing rainfalls less than 0.10 inch but in fact produceJ more than 
0.10 lnch. Four of the five produced averages equal to or greater than 
o . .:::s inch :lnJ one had a mean rainfall of 0.95 inch. Therefore, for the ,", 
stor~s with Dean rainfalls in excess of 0.10 inch, approximately 80% were 
correctly Jiscrilllinated. On the average,S greater than 0.10 inch storms 
can be expected each season. Equation (3) will correctly discriminate 4 
of the 5 storms. 
Equation (3) was examined for its physical significance. The 
location of the 2 sky cover points (Table 15) indicates that heavier 
rainfalls tend to Occur when there exists a thick cloud band along a 
line from just northeast of the network extending at least 300 km to the 
il'S\\' r"ro:n 1-3 hour before rainfall begin time. Rainfalls tend to be 
heavier when strong moisture advection into the network area from the 
southeast occurs. Positive vorticity centers passing 150-200 km north 
of the neth'ork are related to heavier rainfalls. Vertical displacements 
within pressure troughs 100 km ESE of the rainfall network also lead to 
heavy rainfalls. 
Constrained Regression with Area Extrema for Transferability 
()ne of the tasks of the OSET meteorological studies was to consider 
the extent to which regressions developed for one site could be transferred 
to other operational cloud seeding sites. If the sites are within the 
i r 
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:,alile cli::utological , the extent of transferability will mostly 
depend uJlon the locations and sizes of the correlation coefficient patterns 
hhidl i-':lll b" sensitive to the location and spacing of the sites where 
:ltr.lOspheI'L,,:: ;:!casurcments are taken. Some predictors for iilhich the correlation 
coeificient patterns show little spatial variation on the scales of the 
surr'ace an:.llysis (for example, the surface pressure (Fig. 5)) are not so 
dependent upon the station distribution. However, correlation coefficients 
calculated irom the dynamic variables derived from derivatives of measured 
4uantities sho~ considerable variation on the scale of the station separation. 
Thus, it l:1ay be necessary to have, at any alternate site, the same station 
distribution as at the site for which the regression \vas derived. The 
problem is especially acute for regressions for which one point is selected 
from an :.tI'ea of points. Statistical techniques that use all of the information 
of t!w predictor variable fields, such as the principle components method, 
should be less sensitive, though not totally insensitive, to the data 
distribution. 
i::.t..::h extrema variable is constructed by taking the maximum or minimum 
v:.tlues (depending upon the s of the correlation coefficient) from a set 
of ;J.Jj ~l\.:ent points (usually 4-6 points) in the predictor variable fields 
identifid by the meteorological constraint approach as highly intercorrelated. 
The regression calculated with extrema variables depends less upon the location 
of a single point and more upon an area, an important consideration for 
tr:.tnsfer:.tbility into areas within differing data distributions and data 
densities. 
UIC number of extrema variables for selected predictor variables were: 
DGAt:::), DGC(2), DGO(2), OBC(2), 080(2), DIVel), MOV(2), VOR(2), G~1i\(2), 
m!t\(l), C,IL(3), and PTA.(4). These variables \'ierc included with the original 
I 
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prcJictors and thc stepwise regressions for each field rerun to detennine 
the i;:lpact, if :1ny, of including extrema variables. Possibly because the 
CXt1'cma Llriab1es tend to smooth out minor variations in predictor variable 
pat tc rns, SOi:JC improvement was found for 7 of the predictor variables 
(T,ble 16). l~e explained variance was increased from .15 to .24 for DGC, 
from .07 to .1~ for OBC, from .08 to .21 for OBD and from .00 to .08 for 
D1 \'. Thc l~:·L,\ i::Jproved slightly from .38 to .40. 
A co;nbincJ variablc stepwise regression was run undcr tIle conditions of 
all convcctivc pcriod rains, and meteorological constrained. Fifty-seven 
pcrccnt of thc Llinfall variance was explained by the fOllowing equation 
which includcd two extrema variables DrVx and VORX. 
-.093+.02*DIVX+.03*VORX-.03*G~~13_.011*G~~30_.022*0~~26+.0~1*PTA17+.06*PTA25. 
Thc regrcssion discriminator rerun with the extrema variables only 
V 
6:l C 5 variablcs that explained 35% of the rainfall variance. The 

r'cgression is: 

Drs.\: -.~1+.048*VORX-0.008*GMAX-.Oll*GMAY+.043*PTAlV+.203*SKY33. 
Using the cutoff of 0.35 above which rainfalls excced 0.10 inches, it was 
found that 63 of the 82 storms were correctly discriminated. Ten of the 

17 incorrect Jiscriminations were false alarms, rains cxpected to exceed 

0.10 inchcs but did not. Thcse rains could be considered as inconveniences 
in that. in an operational setting, aircraft would be dispatched and seeding 
Jccisions madc for rains considered to have little incrcased economic 
jlotcntial when seeded. 
7 
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L\l3lE ll). 	 l~egrcssions by field, without and with the area extrema 
\':lr iab1es for all storms, daytime only, cons trained 
rcgrcssloll. 
\0 \'ari:.lb le Points Included .R-
7 
Variable Points Included R~ 
>ll \ 
l,GA 
[1CB 
18 
13 33 
33 
.13 
.14 
.04 
DGA no change 
DeC 
DCD 
OSC 
18 20 
18 20 
12 
33 
.15 
.21 
.07 
DGC 
DGD 
aBC 
11 18 20 0J 
no change 
19 N 
.24 
.12 
OB[) 
\'OR. 
DIr 
19 38 
32 39 
not run 
.08 
.10 
.00 
aBO 
VOR 
DIV 
18 
X 
X 
26 N .21 
.16 
.08 
(;;.!:\ 
l~;,t\ 
;,ll)\, 
13 27 
26 27 
26 
30 .38 
.25 
.05 
GMA. 
OMA. 
f.IDV 
13 
no 
26 
30 X 
change 
Y 
.40 
.10 
\','PT 
U!L 
I'T,\ 
3 
17 30 
17 25 26 
.07 
.17 
.32 
CML 
PTA. 
no 
no 
change 
change 
I'TY 
SKY 
CIIT 
14 
33 
41 
38 
.08 
.16 
.06 
I'HS 
I:W 
[) Eh' 
1 
32 
18 
.07 
.04 
.09 
:iI'T 19 .14 
I 
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The remaining seven rains were failures, rains expected to produce 
less than 0.10 inches but produced more. All of these storms produced 
rainfalls less than 0.35 inches; two produced exactly 0.10 inches. Thus, 
in effect, only 5 rains exceeding 0.10 were incorrectly discriminated. 
SUMMARY 
Twenty-four meteorological variables believed to be physically linked 
with Middle West convective rainfall were tested as potential covariates 
for use as part of operational cloud seeding projects. These covariates 
were derived from surface meteorological observations and subjected to 
correlation coefficient pattern and stepwise regression analyses. The 
results of these studies were used to answer the six questions listed in 
the introduction of this report. These questions and the answers are 
summarized below. 
Do the Covariates Derived from Surface Data have any Worth for the 
Evaluation of Operational Weather Modification Projects? 
Regression equations between the covariates and mean rainfall for a 
21000 km subset of the METROMEX raingage network were derived for several 
rainfall stratifications and/or for physical constraints on the covariates. 
In general, the regressions explained from 50% - 75% of the rainfall variance 
depending upon the rainfall stratification applied. The more stable 
regressions, derived with the meteorological variables subjected to the 
phys ical constraints, explained from 40°" - 60 9" of the rainfall variance. 
Generally, the use of this type of regression model with independent 
data will reduce the explained rainfall variance to approximately 50% _ 70% 
-62­
of that found in these studies. Thus, tests with independent data including 
spatial covariates would probably explain 30% - 40% of the rainfall variance. 
Thus, the use of meteorological variables as covariates can significantly 
reduce the sample size required to detect seeding effects. 
Which Meteorological Variables are the Best Predictors? 
In designating "best" predictors, it is necessary to know that many of 
the meteorological variables were highly intercorrelated and could be 
interchanged with some of the variables selected by the regressions without 
much change in the explained rainfall variance. Variables most frequently 
selected were measures of moisture (mixing ratio, sky cover, and moisture 
advection) and dynamic destabilization (pressure trough analysis, divergence, 
and vorticity). Some of the "poorest" variables were surface pressure, 
cloud base height, and the projections of the geostrophic and observed wind 
unit vectors. 
lvhere Should the Observations be Taken to Maximize the Relationship 
wi th Rainfall? 
A surface data network that extends 500 km to the west and extends 
300 km in the north, south, and east directions from the operations area 
contains all of the data points selected by the regressions. Most of the 
centers of largest correlation coefficient magnitudes considered to be 
indicative of some physical relationship between the variables and the 
rainfall were located within 300 km of the rainfall network. 
When Should the Observations be Taken to Maximize the Relationship 
with Rainfall? 
The surface data should be collected prior to the time rain begins 
to fall over the operations area so to avoid the charge that the dynamic 
i 
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feedback between the seeded storms and the environment biased the 
observations. Although most (8) of the maximum field regression correlation 
coefficients were at 7-9 hour BRBT (Table 4), other supportive information 
gained from this study combined with the results from other studies indicates 
that the covariate data should be collected 1-3 hours prior to the rainfall 
over the operations area. 
What is the Observation Frequency and Spacing that will Minimize the 
Cost of Data Collection and yet be Sufficient to Maintain the Maximum 
Predictor Variable - Rainfall Relationship? 
A successful objective scheme that uses meteorological predictors as 
aids for the evaluation of and/or decision making processes in operational 
cloud seeding programs must have a sufficient data base. First of all, 
there must be a fairly dense rainfall measuring network. The problems 
involved in measuring rainfall from systems that typically produce rains 
with large spatial variability have been discussed at length by Huff (1970). 
Secondly, the measurements of meteorological variables such as wind, 
pressure, temperature, etc., must contain the information required by the 
regression or by the other statistical tools used. Further, these 
measurements must be acquired over a network sufficiently dense to resolve 
the disturbances identified as important in the original analyses that led 
to the development of statistical equations (regressions, etc.). 
The observation density and frequency determine the resolvable space 
scales of precipitation producing weather systems and the time frame within 
which they can be observed. The NWS synoptic scale rawinsonde network is 
capable of resolving weather systems in space scales of 500 km or larger 
and on time scales of 12 hour or greater. Although these measurements are 
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not adequate in situations with relatively rapid new storm development or 
the evolution of existing weather systems, they can be useful for both 
operational decision making and seeding evaluation for those instances that 
involve large quasi-steady synoptic scale weather systems. 
The N'WS surface network is capable of resolving space scales of 100 
krn or larger and time scales of 1 hour or greater. Used in the development 
of the regression equations, this data set is adequate for most operational 
cloud seeding projects. Storm scale measurements on the order of 10-100 
krn can be obtained with specially instrumented mesoscale networks. Using 
a mesoscale network located around St. Louis, Achtemeier (1980b) showed 
that storm scale convergence could explain approximately 25% of the rainfall 
variance at 15 minutes before the rain began. However, the time scale is 
too short to be of much operational use and, once seeding began, any 
subsequent storm scale observations would not be useful for the evaluation 
because of possible dynamic feedback bet\'Jeen seeded clouds and their 
environment (Neyman and Scott, 1967). 
Our findings to date indicate that a network of observations on the 
scale of the NWS surface network would be sufficient to provide meteorological 
data for most operational cloud seeding programs in the ~Iiddle West. However, 
it is emphasized that there are localities where this network is not adequate. 
In Illinois, for example, a gap in the surface network between Champaign and 
O'Hare International Airport at Chicago spans 130 miles (210 km). Further, 
the O'Hare station is frequently influenced by the local circulations 
associated with Lake 1>lichigan. Another large (150 mile) gap exists south 
of Champaign. The first regular reporting surface station south of 
Champaign is Hopkinsville, Kentucky. 
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Several additional regularly reporting hourly surface stations 
should be added to the existing network of surface stations in Illinois if 
objective means used in support of operational seeding is to realize its 
maximlL'1l potential. Four possible sites are proposed. These are Kankakee 
and Ottawa (or Marselles) to fill in the gap north of Champaign and to 
shield the northern third of Illinois from analysis errors introduced by 
the unrepresentativeness of the O'Hare site. Also stations at Effingham 
and at ~tt. Vernon are proposed to fill in the gap over southern Illinois. 
It is likely that gaps in the surface network, similar to the gaps 
found in Illinois, exist elsewhere in the Middle West. Any long-term 
midwestern cloud seeding project would need to examine the data network 
and secure special observations as necessary. 
Are the Results Transferable to Other Middle Western Operational 
Cloud Seeding Sites? 
If the operational cloud seeding sites are within the same climatological 
regime, the extent of transferability will mostly depend upon the locations 
and sizes of the correlation coefficient patterns which can be sensitive to 
the location and spacing of the sites where atmospheric measurements are 
taken. The predictors for which the correlation coefficient patterns showed 
little spatial variation on the scales of the surface analysis are not so 
dependent upon the station distribution. However, some of the important 
variables, especially the dynamic variables derived from derivatives of 
measured quantities, had considerable small scale variation and were 
sensitive to the station spacing and location. Thus, at any alternate site, 
it may be necessary to have the same station distribution as at the site 
for which the regressions were originally derived. 
, , 
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Extrema variables, designed to represent meteorological information 
within an area, were introduced to make the original regressions less 
dependent upon the station spacing and location. Some of these variables 
also increased the explained rainfall variance. A study that uses the 
regressions at sites different from the original site, to date, is underKay. 
The extent of transferability will be better known upon the completion of 
the evaluation of this study. 
---
---
---
I 
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